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Ah! The signs of Spring are everywhere … YAY! … The snow is
melting, new leaves are sprouting on the trees, flowers are blooming
in the gardens, new baby birds are chirping away …. and of course,
in many parts of our country, the winds are vigorously helping usher
in the season …
We love this seasonal Easter Egg anemometer (instrument for
measuring wind force and speed). All it takes to make it is an
inexpensive analog multimeter, some super glue, and a few other
supplies you probably already have, on hand, in your tool chest.
[Photo Credit: Instructables]
Read Full Article

Balsa Wood Super Glue Bridge
Project – Challenge For
Students

Here’s a fun, competitive, project idea for creative engineer students
of almost any age.
The challenge: Create the best (weight-bearing) engineered bridge, of
any group, using:
   - (20) 2 foot long pieces of balsa wood
   - Super Glue*
   - Cutting Knives*
*adult supervision required
The competition can be structured a variety of ways, but it is most fun
when students are divided into teams, with two to four students on
each team. The collaborative, synergy of the group often produces
the best results.
[Photo Credit: Green Hobby Model]
Read Full Article.

Super Glue Makes Everyone
Seem Handy!
We were chuckling when we read a recent post by Lynne, author of
the Stealing Mom blog. Lynne recounts in amazement how her “not a
handyman” husband was able to repair several home projects in one
day by using super glue.
Here’s how Lynne starts the story: “Scott called me at work to ask
me where the Super Glue® was and he would not tell me why he
wanted it. My heart dropped to my feet at the thought of what all he
could do with glue in his hands. As I’ve already mentioned, he is not
a handyman. These little home projects usually create havoc when he
attempts them. Later in the day I met him at the Mall and he was
actually giddy and boasting about some home projects that he had
completed.”
Read Full Article.

Wolf Carving Sticks To
Driftwood!

This gorgeous wolf carving is mounted on a finished piece of

driftwood found off the coast of Washington. The North Idaho Carver
artist/blogger, Ed, says, “The wolf is pinned on the driftwood with
brads and super glue."
Quite a beautiful piece — love it!
[Photo Credit: North Idaho Carver]
Read Full Article.
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